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ABSTRACT

Sandstone reservoirs in the Jackson barrier/strandplain play are characterized by low recovery

effidencies and thus contain a large hydrocarbon resource target potentially amenable to advanced

recovery techniques. Prado field, JimHogg County, South Texas, has produced over 23 million bbl of oil

and over 32 million md gas from combination structural-stratigraphic traps in the Eocene lower Jackson

Group. Hydrocarbon entrapment at Prado field is a result of anticlinal nosing by differential compaction

and updip pinch-out of barrierbar sandstone. Relative base-level lowering resulted in forced regression

that established lower Jackson shoreline sandstones in a relatively distal location in central Jim Hogg

County. Reservoir sand bodies at Prado field comprise complex assemblages of barrier-bar, tidal-inlet fill,

back-barrier bar, and shoreface environments. Subsequent pmgradation built the barrier-bar system

seaward I to 2 mi. Within the barrier-bar system, favorable targets for hydrocarbon reexploration are

concentrated in tidal-inlet facies because they possess the greatest degree of depositional heterogeneity.

INTRODUCTION

Barrier/strandplaindepositionalsystemshostimportanthydrocarbonreservoirsinTertiarystrata

oftheTexasGulfCoastPlain(Gallowayandothers,1983).Majorhydrocarbonplaysareassociatedwith

thefollowingbarrierlstrandplaindepositionalsystems:Miocene(Gallowayand others,1986),OIigocene

FrioFormation(Gallowayandothers,1982;Gallowayand Cheng,1985),and EoceneJacksonGroup

(Fisherandothers,1970).FieldsintheFrioFormationGreta-Carancahuabarrier/strandplainsystemhave

undergonemodem, detailedreservoirstudies(GallowayandCheng,1985;Tylerand Ambrose,1985),in

partreflectingthatsystem'stremendoushydrocarbonendowment Gallowayand others(1983)estimate

thatreservoirsgreaterthan10millionbblintheFriobarrierlstrandplainplaycontain4.2billionbblofoil

inplace.RecoveryefficiencyforthelargereservoirsinFriobarrierlstrandplainplaysisa relativelyhigh

54percent(weightedaverageofFriobarrierlstrandplainplays;Gallowayandothers,1983).Large

reservoirsintheEoceneJacksonGroupSouthTexasbarrier/strandplainplaycontainanestimated



12. billion bbl of oil in place ((_alloway and others, 1983) and have produced 431 million bbl of oil

(through 1/1/92). However, Jackson Group reservoirs have an average recovery efficiency of only

38 percent (Galloway and others, 1983).

Barrier/stranclplain reservoirs of the Jackson Group of South Texas are characterized by

stratigraphic entrapment of oil at shallow burial depth. Recovery efficiencies for the play are relatively

low despite high porosity and permeability typical of barrier/strandplaln deposits. The low recovery

eff'_endes are pres_ to result from low API gravities, weak solution drive, and reservoir

heterogermities. Tyler and Ambrose (1985) cite the preferential stratigraphic entrapment of oil in thin

back-barr/erreservoirs as contributing to poor recovery efficiency from the Jackson Group. Secondary

recovery waterflood techniques typically are used to assist the weak solution drive. Many reservoirs have

undergone tertiary recovery techniques including steam stimulation, fire floods, and miscible floods.

Another advanced recovery technique--geothermal water flood--has been proposed as a potential

method for improving recovery efficiency (Seni and Walter, in press). The low recovery efficiency of

Jackson Group barrier/strandplaln reservoirs indicates that a substantial resource target for enhanced oil

recovery exists in known reservoirs at relatively shallow depth. Thus, Jackson Group reservoirs are

appropriate for detailed reservoir studies because of the large remaining oil resource target and because

they have not received the detailed reservoir characterization that has been afforded the Frio Formation.

Prado field in Jim Hogg County was selected for detailed reservoir characterization as a typical

example of a large multireservoir field in the Jackson Group barrier/strandplain system of South Texas.

Both secondary and advanced tertiary recovery operations are predicated on a thorough understanding

of reservoir architecture. Evaluation of the potent/al for field reexploration and for increasing oil recovery

in Texas requiresdeta/led field examples of selected reservoirs. Prado field is suited for such an appraisal

owing to the abundance of subsurface well data and the commitment of the current field operator to field

reexploration.

The purpose of this report is (I) to describe and analyze the sand-body architecture, depositional

facies variations, and structure of Prado field, (2) to determine controb on distribution of hydrocarbons

pertinent to reexploration for bypassed hydrocarbons, O) to describe reservoir models at Prado field, and



(4) to develop new data affecting the suitability of Jackson oil fields as possible candidates for themmny

enhanced, recovery of medium to heavy oil.

PRADO FIELD

Prado field in Jim Hogg County, South Texas, produces oil and gas from the downdip margin of

Jackson Group barrier/strandplain play (fig. 1). Most Jackson fields were discovered in the 1920's and

1930% Prado field was discovered in 1956, late in the exploration history of the Jackson Group (West,

1963). Prado has produced over 23 million bbl of oil and is currently undergoing reexploration following

an extended period of steeply declining production. Primary targets are bypassed hydrocarbons ilnsmall

untapped compartments isolated by stratigraphic heterogeneittes. Reservoir sandstones in Prado field

produce hydrocarbons from combination stratigraphic/structural traps in narrow, strike-elongat1:

sandstones that are encased in shale. Sand bodies extend subregionally and are locally designated from

top to bottom as the Upper Gove_t Wells, Middle Govermnent Wells, Lower Government Wells,

Upper Loma Novia, Middle Loma lqovia, and Prado (fig. 2, Prado S. K. Fast No. 54). Stratigraphic

entrapment is a result of updip pinch-out of barrier-bar,back-barrier, and tidal-channel sandstor_es. The

more subtle structural component is a result of differential compaction. Although the initial field

discovery was in the Prado sand, the Middle Loma Novia is the primary producer and is divided into a

series of discrete reservoirs (IN I, IN II, IN HI)that have uncertain reservoir compartmmtalization and

gas/oil/water contacts.

Geologic and engineering characteristics of Prado field are listed in table 1. Approximately

68.9 million bbl of oil is estimated to have originally been in place in Middle Loma Novia reservoirs.

Cumulative oil production of 23 million bbl yields a recovery efficiency of 34 percent. Reservoir

production energy is derived predominantly from solution gas drive and gas cap expansion. Relatively

rapid downdip and updip pinch-out of reservoir sandstones limits water drive because of the small size

of the available aquifer. Average porosity from the primary Middle Loma Novia reservoirs is 32 percent

and average permeability is 901 rod. The Middle Loma Novia and Prado reservoirs are complex



Figure 1. Outline of Jackson-Yegua barrier/strandplain play, South Texas. Only fields with reservoirs that have
cumulative productiongreaterthan 10million bbi are shown. Numbers next m field names refer to specific fields
shown in figure 10. Modified from Galloway and others (1983).
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Table 1. EnSjneering characteristics, Prado field.

ii

PRADO FIELD Main Gas Reservoir Main Oil Reservoir

R___ervoirs Upper Government Wells Middle Loma Novia
,Count}, Jim Hol_ ' " Jim Hogg .....
Discovery ..... luly 1956 July 1956 ,,
Hydrocarbon type pa'aS off
Depth sub_a 2,800 ft 3,050 ft

31.70%
Porosity _ave.)
Perrne__bility_md ave. and range) 906 md (55-5946_
Area 3,275acres 2,076acres

Net pay 20 ft 28.5 ft
Reservoir pressure (initial) 1,407 psig
Reservoir pressure {current) 1,082 pslg
Estln__t_edori_na] oas/oll in place , 35 bd 68.3 mmbbl
Water saturation 26%

Bubble point 1,407 psi
Formation factor 1.2048

' 109OF
Temperature ,
Oil 8rarity 39.6
Transmissibllity 1,667 md-fl/cp
Target oil 650 mmd/acre-ft 384 stock tank bbl/acre-ft
Cumulative production 25,277,059 mcf 23,474,000 bbi
Production in 1991 0 md 2,200 bbl

Well spacing 200 acres/well 13 acres/well
Drive 8as cap, pressure depletion gas cap, solution 8as, weak water drive
Stage of depletion tertiary secondary
Secondary production none waterflood



assemblages of upward-coarsening and upward-fining sand bodies and interbedded mudstone. The

Government Wells COpperand Lower) and Upper Loma Novia reservoirs are much more homogeneous,

upward-coarsening sand bodies. Detailed characterization of the reservoir sandstones follows in the

section "Sand-Body Architecture and Depositional Systems."

Production History

According to Railroad Commission of Texas (RRC) annual reports, 16 reservoirs have produced oil

or gas in Prado field. The Upper Government Wells is the principal gas reservoir, whereas the Middle

Loma Novia is the principal oil reservoir. The RRC mergad the nine oil reservoirs into a single combined I

reservoir for reporting purposes in 1967 (fig. 3). Gas production peaked in 1962 at 7.183 million mcf/yr

and has since declined steeply. Prado oil production peaked in 1967 at 2.66 million bbl/yr. Oil production

has declined steeply since 1967, the steepest decline occurring after 1983. Current oil productionin 1991

increased to 2,200 bbl/yr from 294 bbl in 1990. The decline in gas production preceded that of oil

production, but gas production recovered slightly and held steady at about 31,750 mcf/yr from 1978 to

1985 as gas was produced from the gas cap of the Middle Loma Novia reservoirs. Post-1985 gas

production has plummeted, with no gas production reported from 1988 to 1991.

The initial potential of most wells completed in Loma Novia reservoirs ranged from 60 to 120 bbl/d

(fig. 4), and most wells initially produced 80 to 100 bbl/d. Wells with low initial potential (less than

80 bbl/d) are concentrated on the updip and downdip margins of the field. Wells in the center of the field

with high initial potential (greater than 100 bbi/d) are dip aligned.

In 1961, the RRC granted the field operator authority (Special Order No. 4-45,735) to inject gas and

water into the reservoir in order to maintain reservoir pressure. Initially, gas produced from the Upper

Government Wells reservoirs was reinjected into the gas cap of Middle Loma Novia reservoirs. After

depletion of the Upper Government Wells gas reservoir,a program of water injection for pressure

maintenance was begun in 1967. Initially, producing wells on the downdip side of the field that watered

out were converted to injectionwells. Later, producing wells from the center of the field were converted

to injection wells. The reservoir did not respond favorably to the water injection program, and production
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declined at an increasing rate after 1970. The volume of water that was injected is unknown. I

Unfortunately, more detailed production records are unavailable. Production is reported to the RRCby

lease but not by well. Because all the wells in Prado field are on a single lease (no. 06673 East S. K.),

further subdivision of production records was impossible. Ownership of the field has changed hands

repeatedly, and production records from the original operators are unavailable, even to the current

operator (Chase Petroleum and PI Energy, Inc.).

GEOLOGICCHARACTERIZATION

Abundant subsurface well log data are available for detailed geologic characterization of Prado

field. Data from more than 300 well logs and scout cards are plotted in the immediate vicinity of Prado

field. Subregional well data from the surrounding five-county areaof Duval, Jim Hogg, Webb, Starr,and

Zapata Counties are also available (Seni and Waiter, in press). Pertinent geologic data for computerized

mapping of structure, thickness, net sandstone, and percentage sandstone are organized in a geographic

information system (GIS). Well control is illustrated on a structure-contour map on the top of the Jackson

Group (fig. 5). Appendix 1 lists well index numbers and well names. Appendix 2 lists well names shown

on cross sections.

Well logs are the primary means of subsurface analysis of the structure and depositional systems of

Prado field. Local cores were unavailable, but log descriptions of well cuttings helped confirm the

presence of lignite. Subsurface well control is dense. Average well spacing is 20 acres/well. Most wells

were I inch to 100 ft SP-resistivity logs. Two-inch and 5-inch SP-resistivity logs were also used where

available. Data interpreted from individual logs were incorporated into a GIS. Such data include tops,

isopachs, net sandstone, and percent sandstone from the following sequ_es--Jackson (top only), Upper

Government Wells, Middle Gov_t Wells, Lower Government Wells, Upper Loma Novia, middle

Novia, Prado, and Pettus. Data from ARCInfo GIS and contouring packages from Radian CPS were used

to generate a variety of maps depicting the structure, depositional facies variations, and upward-fining

architecture.
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Struchn'e

Although the structural aspects of Prado field are less complex than the stratigraphic depmitional

features, pronounced variations in the thickness and percentage sandstone of the Lower Jackson are

inferred to have caused subtle structural drape over the area of the field and thus contributed to

localization of the field. The Prado field area lies between the Wilcox and Frio growth fault zones in South

Texas (fig. 5). In the immediate area of the field, no large faults or major structural disconl/nuitles are

evident on the scale of regional structure maps. The top of the Jackson dips east-southe_t at the rate of

200 ft/mi. Because the trend of the updip pinch-out of sandstone coincides with the structural dip, an

additional lateral barrier to migration is needed to dose the trap, especially to the north. At Pt. _o field,

the northern closure results where the sandstone pinch-out line crosses structural contours, that is

northern closure occurs where the sandstone pinch-out line swings east and plunges down structure.

Within Prado field, detailed structural mapping of individual horizons reveals the progressive

development of a structural high across the field that increases in amplitude from oldest to youngest

units as a result of compaction over the sand-rich core of the field (fig. 6). The top Prado is the oldest

sandstone mapped in the field area because of the lack of deeper control on the Yegua Formation. The

struchue-contour map illustrates the relatively planar surface of the top of Prado sandstone and the dip

to the southeast of 75 to 100 ft/mi. The structure of younger sand bodies in the Prado field illustrates the

progressive development of a structural nose with a relief of up to 25 to 30 ft. This structural component

of Prado field is also seen on a stratigraphic dip section across the field (fig. 7). Again the monoclinal

basinward dip of horizons is interrupted across Prado field where lower Jackson sand bodies have

accumulated a relatively thick sandy interval, presumably as a result of stabilization of the paleoshore

line. The tops of youngest sandstones are folded in a gentle anticline that achieves its greatestrelief where

the sandstone percentage is the thickest.

Minor intrafield structural saddles along the updip margin of Prado field supports the

interpretation that changes in sandstone thickness and percentage also affect intrafield structure. Figure 8

is an operator-supplied structure-contour map (I_C Docket Number 4-55,323) of the Middle Loma

12
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Novia II sandstone that illustrates a series of gentle folds (amplitude of 10 ft) striking north-northeast and

open to the south. The folds affect the structural level of the tops of horizons from the Middle Loma

Novia through the Upper Govenunent Wells. A dip-oriented structural cross section across the updip

part of the field illustrates monoclinal dip on the top of the underlying Prado sandstone, whereas

younger intervals are structurally low along the updip part of the field and are structurally high along the

central axis of the field (fig. 9). The cross section (fig. 9) shows that the transition from the structure

trough of the fold to the crest is associated with both a rapid increase in thickness and facies change in the

Middle Loma Novia interval. The trough of the syncline is dearly associated with the updip pinch-out of

relatively thick sand-rich, back-barrier sandstones into relatively mudstone-rich lagoonal sediments. The

facies change is associated with changes in the thickness of the Middle Loma Novia interval toward the

central axis of the field. The decrease in percentage sandstone allowed greater compaction of mudstone-

rich sediments along the axis of the syncline. The syncline marks a distinct line of facies change from

relatively sand rich back-barrier facies basinward to relatively mud rich lagoonal facies landward of the

syncline.

Depositional Framework

A series of reports describe the stratigraphic nomenclature (SeIIards and others, 1932; Murray and

Wilbert, 1950; Eargle, 1959), depositional systems (Fisher and others, 1970; Kaiser, 1974; Kaiser and others,

1980),and resource distribution (West, 1963;Fisher and others, 1970;Kaiser, 1974; Kaiser and others, 1980;

Galloway and others, 1983) of the Eocene Jackson Group in South Texas. The Jackson Group includes the

section above the Eocene Yegua Formation and below the Oligocene Frio Formation. Murray and Wilbert

(1950) described the stratigraphy of the Jackson Group in the central Gulf region, and Eargle (1959)

• described the stratigraphy in the south-central Texas region. In the South Texas region, from Atascosa

and Live Oak Counties to the Rio Grande, the section of the Jackson Group that contains the productive

sandstones in Prado field is in/ormally referred to as the lower Jackson (Kaiser, 1974). Although a detailed

treatme_Itof the formal stratigraphic nomenclature of the Jackson Group is beyond the scope of this

16
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paper, a brief description of the informal names of laterally extensive sandstones is helpful for

understanding the stratigraphicframework. West (1963)describedtheinformal nomenclatureof the

strike-persistentsandbodies.In SouthTexas,the JacksonGroup includes1,(X)0to 1,500ft of sandstone

and mudstone.The lower Jacksoncontainsthree to five strike-elongatesandbodiesup to 60 ft thick

interbeddedwith subequallythick mudstonesand underlain by 50 to 200ft of regionallyextensive

mudstone irmnecliatelyoverlying the YeguaFormation.Thesesandstonebodiesare informally referredto

in ascendingorder as the Pettus,Mirando, LomaNovia, andGovernmentWells sandstones.A regionally

extensivemudstonesequence400to 600ft thickseparatesthesandstonesof the lower JacksonfromCole

sandstones in the upper Jackson. Jackson Group sand bodies typically are laterally persistent, strike-

oriented sandstones that grade updip and downdip into mudstone. A regional net-sandstone map (Kaiser

and others, 1980) of the lower Jacksonin South Texas (fig. 10) illustrates the linear, strike orientation of

the sandstone trends. In Zapata and jim Hogg Counties, two linear high-percentage sandstone trends are

apparent---anupdiptrendalongtheZapata/JimHogg Countylineand adowndip trendincentralJim

Hogg County where Prado field (15) is located. These sands are the framework of the South Texas barrier-

bar strandplain system (Fisher and others, 1970).

Fisher and others (1970) first described the Jackson Group in terms of three-dimensional

assemblages of component depositionai systems and genetic depositional facies (Fisher and McGowen,

1969). In the South Texas region, Fisher and others (1970) describe three depositional systems: the South

Texas strandplain-barrier bar system, the South Texas lagoonal-coastal plain system, and the South Texas

shelf system. The South Texas strandplain-barrier bar system is composed primarily of strike-trending

sand bodies interbedded with marine and lagoonal mudstones. Landward of the strandplain-barrier bar

system, the lagoonal-coastal plain system is composed primarily of mudstone and minor sandstone.

Gulfward of the strandplain-barrier bar system, the South Texas shelf system is composed of marine

muds derived from the Fayette fluvial-delta system to the northeast. For the purposes of this report, the

South Texas deposittonal systems will be integrated and the predominantly mudstone lagoonal and shelf

systems will be described as facies within the framework of the barrier-bar strandplain system.

18



Figure 10. Percent-sandstonemap of lower JacksonGroup and distributionof major Jacksonoil
reservoirs.Numbersreferto specificfieldslocatedIn figure1.ModifiedfromKaiserandothers(1980).
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Updip pinch-outs of strike-elongate, Jackson Group sand bodies have been targets for shallow

hydrocarbon exploration for over 70 years (West, 1963). Prado field exhibits the trap style of updip

sandstone pinch-out that is typical of Jackson Group reservoirs. The productionand reservoir geology of

oil and gas fields in the Jackson Group have been described for individual fields (Schultz, 1986;Hyatt,
I

1990; Hamilton, in press) and groups of fields (West, 1963;Fisher and others, 1970;Galloway and others,

1983; Seni and Walter, in press). According to Galloway and others (1983), average porosity and

permeability for the largest ]ackson-Yegua barrier/strandplain reservoirs are 31 percent and 604 rod,

respectively. A regional cross section shows the overall pattern of updip pinch-out of Jackson and Yegua

sandstones across the South Texas region (fig. 7). Even from the wide spacing of the regional cross section

(fig. 7), the localization of oil and gas fields by the updip pinch-out of reservoir sandstones is evident.

Prado field provides an excellent opportunity to analyze local controls on hydrocarbon entrapment

because of the wealth of subsurface data. Prado field has two interesting aspects (1) relatively distal

position within the overall trend of lower Jackson production and (2) interesting contrast in heterogeneity

among various reservoir sand bodies. The reservoir sand bodies at Prado field include typical broad belts

of upward-coarsening barrier/strandplaln sandstone, as well as more irregular, narrower belts of

complex sand bodies that include upward-fining as well as upward-coarsening sandstones.

Sand.Body Architecture and Depositional Facies

In the Prado field area, the lower Jackson is divided into six genetic depositional sequences (fig. 9).

The sequences are separated by subregional flooding surfaces within mudstones that form the upper and

lower boundaries of the genetic depositional sequence (Galloway, 1989). Each of these genetic

depositional sequence includes a subregional sand body that is a hydrocarbon reservoir at Prado field.

Sequence boundaries were identified and correlated on the basis of the lowest resistivity markers with

regional mudstones (fig. 9). Low-resistivity marker zones are interpreted to represent marine condensed

sections within the shelf mudstones. Productive sandstones of the lower Jackson Group in the Prado field

area of South Texas comprise a series of six, seaward-stepping, progradational parasequence sets that
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dowrdap a marine flooding surface o_ the top of the Yegua Formation (fig. 7). _ well control (45-

50 weUs/mi 2) conclusively demonstrates that individual sandstone sequences comprise multiple sand-

rich facies in belts 5 to 15 mi wide and extending greater than 50 ml along strike. Strike (fig. 11) and dip

(fig. 12) cross sections within Prado field illustrate lateral continuity of individual sandstones and

consistent trends in SP log patterns. The dense distribution of wells gives substantial conviction to the

upward-fining correlations. Younger sand bodies (Upper Government Wells, Middle Government Wells,

and Upper Lorna Novia) are laterally continuous in a strike direction and typically comprise upward-

coarsening textural trends. In contrast, the older sand bodies (Middle Loma Novia and Prado) typically

comprise complex packages of upward-fining and upward-coarsening sandstone and mudstone. Within

the area of the field, the upper Government Wells and Middle Loma Novia sand bodies pinch out updip.

Both updip and downdip pinch-out of all other productive sand bodies is demonstrated with well control

just outside the field proper.

The vertical stacking relationship of the Middle Loma Novia, Upper Loma Novia, Middle

Government Wells, and the Upper Government Wells reservoirs (from oldest to youngest) is evident

from stacked percentage-sandstone maps of Prado field (fig. 13). The Prado reservoir was not mapped

because most of the wells did not penetrate the entire thickness of that reservoir. The Middle Loma Novia

reservoir exhibits the narrowest extent of greater than 50 percent sandstone. The breadth ranges from

3,000 to 7,500 ft. At its narrowest reach, all sandstone within the Middle Loma Novia interval is confined

within a belt 5 mi wide. The updip limit of production from the Loma Novia reservoirs coincides roughly

with the line of 15 percent sandstone. The upward-coarsening Upper Lorna Novia is considerably wider

than the Middle Loma Novia. The 50 percent sandstone line extends beyond the field limits to a width of

5 to 8 mi. The line of maximum sandstone percentage in the Upper Loma Novia prograded just downdip

of the maximum sandstone line in the underlying Middle Loma Novia (fig. 14). Sandstone In the Middle

Government Wells is widely distributed, sin_IIarto that of the Upper Loma Novia. The sandstone-

percentage map of the upper Government Wells illustrates the basinward progradation of the area of

maximum sandstone thickness. The axis of maximum sandstone percentage from prograded basinward

I to 2 mi (fig. 14) from the oldest Middle Loma Novia to the youngest Upper Government Wells.
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Figure11._ented crowsection,Pradofield,showingeorrela_iono_mappin_unitsanddistributionand
characterof reservoirsandstones,UpperGo_t Wells,MiddleGovemme_ and UpperLo_rmNovia
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Noviaand]hmdore_nroir _mde4onesm _y complex _ of upward-finingis well as
.pward_ sandbodies.
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Regional or local unconformities as a result of rapid relative sea-level falls are difficult to identify

solely on the basis of SP response and well log characte_ in the absence of core, Howevm, a possible

unconformity surface was identified in as_3ciationwith (1) isolated channel sandstone geometries and

(2) basinward fades shift of 15 rni for lower Jackson sandstones overlying shoreline facies. The basinward

shift of lower Jackson sandstones can be explained as the forced regression of shoreline position during

base-level lowering or possibly during influx of volcardclastic sediments. This is interpreted to be the

cause of the separation of an updip and a downdip strike-oriented sandstone axis on the net-sandstone

map of the lower Jackson (fig. 10). Once the forced regression established lower Jackson shorelines in the

Prado field area, then shoreline progradation occurred much more gradually and at a diminished rate.

Reservoir Models

Reservoir sandstones at Prado field are classified in two end-_ deposltional models as a

result of variations in the types of barrier systems that have developed: (1) an unsegnumted barrier-bar

model and (2) a tidal-inlet fill model. Middle Government Wells, and Upper Loma Novia reservoirs are

characterized by the unsegmented barrier-bar model, whereas the Middle Loma Novia and Prado

reservoirs are characterized by tidal-inlet fill model. The Upper Govenmsmt Wells is intermediate,

having characteristics of both models. The younger, unsesmented barrier-barsand bodies overlie the two

older tidal-inlet fill sand bodies. The unsegnumted barrier-bar resm_oirs primarily produce gas by virtue

of their structurally high position, whereas the lower tidal-inlet fill sandstones produce oll and some gas.

Galloway and Cheng (1985) described barrier-island depositional systems of the Frio Formation in

terms of the architectural elements of a barrier-island sand body (fig. 15). Prindpal sand-rich depositional

environments of the barrier-island sand body include barriercore, inlet fill, flood-tidal delta, washover

fanand barrier-flat, and shoreface. These same architectural elements are recognized in Prado field.
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Rsure 15.Componentdepodtional faciesof barrier-barsandbody.After Galloway and Clten8 (1985).
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Log Facies

Log fades have been identified for each of the main reservoir sand bodies at Prado field (fig. 16) and

are useful for differentiating reservoir characteristics and models (figs. 11 and 12). LoS facies are defined

on the shape of the SP curve (Kruoger, 1968;Galloway and Cheng, 1985;Tyler and Ambrose, 1985,1986;

Tyler and others, 1986; lemnos and Galloway, 1990).The SP log is a primary, indirect record of the

permeability and thus gross grain-size distribution of the strata as a function of the greater permeability

of sandstones when compared to shales. Factors affecting the magnitude of the SP curve include: (1) the

ratio between mud resistivity and formation water resistivity, (2) hole size, (3) depth of invasion, (4) bed

thickness, (5) lithology of the strata, a_-td(6) formation resistivity. Stratigraphic variables directly affect

bed thickness, lithology, and formation resistivity.

On the basis of SP and resistivity log patterns and lateral fades associations, each of the generally

upward-coarsening, progradational parasequence sets typically comprise the following facies tract from

updip to downdip: A updip mudstone-rich lagoonal/back barrier/floodplain facies, B sandstone-Hch

shoreface and core barrier-bar and tidal inlet fill facies, and C downdip mudstone-rich shelf facies. A

low-resistivity marker zone typically occurs within the basal mudstone. Fades A is located updip of the

sandstone-rich facies and increases in sandstone content in a downdip direction. Facies A is interpreted to

represent predominantly lagoonal deposits updip of the barrier bar system. Fades A1 is mudstone rich,

ranging from 100 percent mudstone to mudstone that contains lignite and rare thin, spikey sandstone

interbeds. Facies AI is interpreted to represent lagoonal mudstones. Facies A2 contains mixed mudstone

and spikey to thin blocky sandstone interbeds. Facies A2 is sandier than fades AI yet is still mudstone

dominated. Sandstone interbeds are less than I to 10 fl thick and range from spikey to thinly blocky. A

core description from facies A2 indicates a fine sandstone bed, 8 fl thick, overlain by a 2-ft lignite. Mean

permeability of the sandstone is 446 md (range 32 to 1,900 rod, horizontal permeability) and porosity is

30.6 percent (fig. 17). A thin streak of low permeability', highly cemented (indurated) san_tone occurs at
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Figure 17. Deta/led electric log and litho_ description of _ interval indlcatln8 thin back-barrier
sandstoneoverlainby lisnite. Porosityandpermeabilityreveala _ upwarddecrease.
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the base of the sandstone. Facies A2 is interpreted to represent mud-rich back-barrierenv_ts

where wuhover s_uutstones have spilled into the lagoonal environment

Pacies C is also a mudstone-dominated fades that ranges from 100 percent mudstone to mudstone

with thin serrate sandstone interbeds. Facies C is located downdip of the _stone-rich fades and

sandstone percentage decreases in a downdip direction. Thin sandstone interbeds in fades C is

concentrated in thin serrate bodies with more subdued SP deflection Ltan the sptkey sandstone common

in fades A. Facies C is interpreted to represent shelf mudstones and thin, interbedded shelf sandstones.

The subdued SP response of the shelf sandstones is inferred to indicate their relatively high mudstone

content as a result of bioturbation.

The sandstone-rich fades B comprise three subfacies: facies B1---widespread, sheet-like upward-

coarsening sandstone, of relatively uniform thickness; facies e2--complex upward-coarsenin 8 and

upward-fining sand bodies; arid facies B3--mlxed serrate mudstone and sandstone. Facies el tends to be

relatively widely distributed in a dip and strike direction, yet it still clearly grades into mudstone both

updip and downdip. Facies Bla is capped by an abrupt transition into mudstone, whereas fades Blb is

capped by a 8radational upward-fining pattern. Facies Bla is inferred to represent a broad barrier barof

relatively homogeneous fades composition. Facies Blb is inferred to represent a flank facies of the barrier

bar that was transgressed during relative sea-level rise.

Facies 132occurs in a narrow, strike-oriented belt containing complex serrate sandstone bodies that

typically comprise a lower upward-coarsening sandstone, and an upper upward-fining series of

sandstones cut into upward-coarsening sand bodies. Facies B2 includes multiple, upward-fining, erosive-

based, channel sand bodies that cut irreguiady into the shoreface and barrier sandstones. Facies B2

exhibits rapid lateral facies change into fine-grained fades in both an updip and downdip direction.

Facies 132is inferred to represent a tidally dominated segment of a barrier bar. Subregional correlations of

the sand bodies outside the field area demomtrate that facies B1 and B2 are laterally equivalent. Thus,

facies B2 apparently represents a reach along a barrierbar chain where tidal inlet fill facies mark the

transition between individual barrier bar segments.
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Pacies 133is a _ sandstone and mudstone fades located shelhvard of the proximal, sandstone-

rich facies of the barrier core B1 and 132.Fades _ Is characterized by serrate upwerd-coarm_g to

somewhat blocky SP patterns containing multiple mudstone interbeds. This proximal serrate pattern

represents a mixed sandstone/mudstone facies located in parallel and along strike with the barriercore

but d_tp of the axes of _mum sandstone accumulation. The proximal serrate sandy fades was not

dip oriented, and thus was not interpreted as a tidal facies. Instead the proximal serrate sandy facies was

interpreted as a proximal shoreface to lower shoreface fades.

Unsegmented Barrier-BarReservoir Model

The unsegmented barrier-bar sandstone sequence is characterized by shale-encased sand bodies that

coarsen upward in grain size and in thickness of bed sets. Middle Government Wells, and Upper Loma

Novia reservoirs are all characterized by this relatively homogeneous depositional fades (figs. 8 and 9).

The barrier-bar trend of the two reservoir sandstones is 8 to 15 ml wide, as defined by the location of the

updip and downdip pinchout position (fig. 14). The similarity of SP log patterns among these barrier-bar

sandstones indicates gross parallels in the depositional fades of the two reservoirs (fig. 18). The

underlying mudstone-rlch shelf fades are gradationally overlain by sandstones that coarsen upward and

typically are abruptly overlain by llgr_te-bearing ila_,_>onalmudstones. The sand-rich facies are rarely

segmented by dip-orlented crossing facies, such as tidal inlet channel fill. Barrier<ore facies contain the

highest percentage ssnclstone and are characterized by blocky upward-coarsening SP profile. Mudstone-

rich facies occur both updip and downdip of the barrier-bar facies. Shelf fades C are mudstone rich and

comprise local thin muddy sandstones with suppressed SP patterns as a result of intercalated mudstone.

Lagoonal facies are also mudstone rich. Proximal lagoonal facies contain thin spikey to blocky sandstones

that are characteristically cleaner with longer SP deflections than equivalent thin sandstones in shelf

fades. Prestmmbly the cleaner sandstones in the lagoona_ setting reflect higher energy input of sand

during washover events and less post-deposittonal reworking by a low diversity fauna. Although the

updip transition into sand-rich back-barrier facies is relatively broad, nonetheless back barrier fades
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do grade into llsrdtic mudstmus. The mudstones of the umegnunted barrierbar do appear to be

somewhat sandier in the Middle Gov_t Welb and Upper Loma Novla than equivalent lagoonal

mudstones of the Upper Government Wells or the Middle Loma Novia. The positioning of updip

lagoonal fades dearly identifies the sand-rich facies as barrier bars and not as sand-rich strandplains.

The upward-co_ profile is either smooth or serrate, with multiple thinly interbedded

mudstones depending on position within the facies tract. A dip-oriented structural cross section shows

the log characteristics of the unsegmented barrier-bar reservoir model for the Upper Lorna Novia (fig. 19).

The cross section also Illustrates the contrast in lateral continuity between the _1_1 barrier-bar

reservoir model and the tidal-irdet fill reservoir model that characterized the underlying Middle Loma

Novia. The Upper Loma Novia and the Middle Gove_| W_l_ _ bodies are characterized by two

separate sandstones in the updip position that are separated by a shale interval (fig. 16). The

unsegmented barrierbar models are typically overlain abruptly by lignitic lagoorud mudstone. The

Upper Govemm_t WeLlsand Middle Govemnm_t Wells sand bodies show this pattern very consistently

(fig. 16).Locally along the downdip margin of the barrier-bar axis, the upper Upper Lorna Novia upward-

f'mingbarrier bar is replaced gradationally by an upward-fining sandstone that represents a transgressive

barrier bar (fig; 19). The transgressive barrierwas established on the southern and northern margins of

Prado field, vrhere barrier sands were originally thinner. The characteristic thin bed sets and absence of

cut and fill hdicate that tidal charmel and inlet rrdgrationwere minor.

The relatively homogeneous facies mosaic of the unsegmented barrier-bar reservoirs places greater

emphasis on the structural component for a trapping mechanism. Sandstone-rich facies are spread widely

both late_IIy and along strike. Scour and fill structures that cut across depositimul strike, such as tidal or

inlet channels, are 8erurally lacking. The absence of migration barriers in the form of facies

hetemge_ties reduces the probability of identifying facies-controlled compartments in the _ted

barrier-bar model. Permeability barriers should exist in those segnumts of the barrier bar that developed

transgressed barrier facies containing intercalated mudstmu and reservoir sandstone. Such facies occur

along the downdip margin of the barriercore in the nortl-demand southern nmrgim of the field.
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Tidal Qmm_l-lrdet Fill ReservoirModel

The irregular thickness and distribution of Middle Loma Novia and Prado reservoir sandstones

sharply contrast with the uniform thickness and percentage sandstone of the overlying Upper Loma

Novia and Government Wefts sandstones (fig. 19).The sandstone-rich fades of the Middle Loma Novia

are characterized by abundant, upward-fln/ng channel systems that are laterally discontinuous. In

contrast, the overlying Upper Loma Novla contains little evidence of the cut-and-fill processes across the

area of the barrier core. The tidal channels dearly pinch out both updip and downdip and thus are not a

part of a fluvial-channel system (fig. 16). The facies of the Middle Loma Novia comprise a complex

mosaic of environments as a result of variations in the depth and extent of tidal scour (fig. 18). In the

southern part of Prado field, barrier-bar facies are preserved below the tidal inlet fill facies. In the central

and northern part of the field, tidal cut and fill apparently scoured below the depth of the barrier bar.

The thickness of individual tidal channels ranged from 5 to 40 ft. Lateral connectivity of individual

channels is difficult to identify unambiguously. Individual channels apparently are on the order of 500 to

1,000 ft wide and extend updlp less than I mi. The Middle Loma Novia contains at least three tidal

channel/inlet flUsequences (fig. 19) that cut irreguiarly into upward-coarsening barrier-barsandstones.

The lateral extent in a dip direction of sand-rich reservoir facies is narrower in the tidal channel-inlet

fill model than in the overlying unsegmented barrierbar model. The thickness of individual tidal

channels and the thickness of nests of tidal channels decreases toward the south. The direction of tidal

channel migration is inferred to have been toward the south.

Sandstone and mudstone are intercalated within the tidal channel-inlet fill system. Although most

channels are sandy, some channels are locally mud filled. Mudstone interbeda and numerous cut-and-fill

structures combine to yield a complex facies mosaic that contains abundant permeability barriers and

hetemgeneities. The complex distribution of channel sandstones increases the probability that these facies

heterogeneities could have formed favorable compartments that have been poorly drained of their

o,|ginal hydrocarbons to date.
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DISCUSSION

All sand bodies in the Prado field area display an updip and downdip termination, although

the width of the belt across which sandstone is preserved varies from 5 to 15 mi. Similar assemblages of

fades types also characterize each sandstone sequence. Facies mosaics can be complex within

individual sand bodies. Fieldwide SP log facies mapping reveals the absence of fluvial facies

characterized by dip-oriented upward-coarsening sandstone packages that connect with and supply sand

to the shore-parallel sand bodies. This absence is interpreted to indicate the lack of major dip-oriented

fluvial feeder systems. The distribution of seaward-stepping parasequence sets that make up the sand

bodies of Prado field must have a primary source of strike-fed sediment predominantly from the north.

Widespread subregional mapping has identified isolated upward-coarsening fluvial sand bodies

associated with a possible unconformity far updip of the Prado field (fig. 7). A base-level lowering may

have originally established the lower Jackson sandstones in the Prado field area by a forced regression

from their former position 15 mi updip.

Typically, there was little evidence from regional and fieldwtde electric logs useful for

distinguishing between lagoonal and shelf mudstone or for identifying an unconformity between the two

fades. However, where present, lagoonal llgnites characterized by low SP and high resistivity are useful

indicators of lagoonal facies. Rare descriptive logs within Prado field have identified lignites overlying

back-barrier sandstcmes. According to Kaiser (1974) and Kaiser and others (1980), such Iogocmal lignites

are common in the lower Jackson of South Texas and are developed near the tops of barrier/strandplain

sandstones. The stratigraphic position of mudstones was used as a correlation guide, and low-resistivity

zones within the mudstones provided useful correlation markers. Mudstones updip and behind the

barrier/strandplain sandstones were interpreted to be predominantly lagoonal mudstones. For instance,

thick progradational barrier-core sandstones are typically overlain by uniform, relatively thick

mudstones. The basal portions of these mudstones probably represent lagoonal facies that continued the

progradational pattern of the underlying sandstone sequence. The upper portion of the mudstones must

represent shelf mudstones as a result of rapid relative sea-level rise in order for the overlying sandstone
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sequenceto reinitiatea pmgradational pamsequenceset. The repetitivenatureof stackedprogradational

parasequencesets indicatesthat shelffaciesmust underlieeachparasequenceset.

The two reservoirmodels identifiedat Pradofield--unsegrnentedbarrierbar and tidal inlet fill---

provideuseful criteriaforidentifying potentialfor reexplorationforbypassedhydrocarbon-bearing

compartments.The unsegmentedbarrierbarmodel is characterizedby a uniform fades mosaicand by a

generalabsenceof internalheterogeneitiesthatmight providebarriersto hydrocarbonmigration.In

contrast,the tidal inlet fillmodel is characterizedby abundantheterogeneitiesthatcould provide

multiple opportunitiesfor lateralandverticalbarriersto hydrocarbonmigration.Thedip orientationof

highly permeabletidal channelswithin the tidal inlet fillmodel also providesconduits forpreferential

channelingof water injectedinto thereservoirforpressuremain_e. Favorablesitesfor reexploration

occurin theMiddle LomaNovia where net- and percent-sandstonemapsreveal updlp-directedthick

sandstones thatmay be relatedto tidal channelaxes and resultantupdip flooddelta deposits. Such areas

may have been incompletelydrained as a resultof lateral isolation from tidalscouror from mud drapes

within tidal channels.Similarly,downdip sandstone thicksresulting fromebb deltas may be appropriate

reservoirs;however, the low structuralpositionof theebbdelta may cause the reservoir to be water wet.

CONCLUSIONS

I. LowerJacksonGroup reservoirshave produced23 millionbbland 32million mcfgas from

barrier-bardepositional systems at Pradofield,JimHogg County, South Texas.An extensivepressure

maintenanceprogramduring the1970'sfailed to halt the steep decline in production.Fieldwideoil

productiondeclined to less than5,000bbl/yr in the late 1980's.Recoveryefficiencywas 34 percentforoil

and69 percentforgas. Therelatively'low recoveryefficiencyhaspromptedeffortsat field reexploration.

2. The fourprimarysand-bodyreservoirs at Pradofieldare Prado,Middle Loma Novia, Upper

Loma Novia, and Upper GovernmentWells.TheUpper GovernmentWellsis theprimarygas reservoir

and theMiddle Loma Novia is the primaryoil reservoir.Sand-body'architectureof individual reservoirs

ranges from relativelysimple to complex. Two reservoirsmodels describethe end-membersof reservoir
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complexity at Prado field: (1) the tidal channel inlet fill model and (2) the united barrier-bar model.

The olderPradoandMiddleLoma Noviasandbodies arecomplexarrangementssand-richdepositional

enviromnentsincludingtidalchannelinletfill,barrier-barcore,backbarrier,andshoreface.The tidal

channel inlet fill reservoir model describes the primary reservoir environment of the Prado and Middle

Loma Novia reservoirs. The younger Upper Loma Novia and Government Wells reservoirs sand bodies

comprise a much simpler array of sand-rich depositional environments dominated by a progradational

and widespread barrier-bar core, back barrier, and shoreface. The _ented barrier-bar model

describes the primary reservoir environment of the Upper Loma Novia and Middle Gove_t Wells

reservoirs.

3. Lower Jackson Group sandstones reflect an abrupt basinward shift in their initial shoreline

position (Prado time) of approximately 15 mi as a result of forced regression during relative base-level

lowering. Subsequently oscillations of the shoreline resulted in the net progradation of 2 mi of the

shoreline through the Upper Govemrnent Wells.

4. Reexploration for additional hydrocarbon resources should concentrate in the complex and

depositionally heterogeneous environments described in the tidal inlet fill reservoir model. Tidal channel

environments comprise complex cut-and-fill processes associated with tidal inlet migration and

ebb/flood delta deposition. Barriercore environments might retain untapped reservoir compartments

lateral to mud-filled tidal inlet fills. The poor performance of the pressure maintenance program at Pradc

field underscores the critical importance of understanding reservoir heterogeneities prior to

implementation of secondary or tertiary recovery operations.
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